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Suggested Colors:  
 
 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Other Supplies:  

 
• LLG Designs flower bubble illustration printed on Copic-compatible paper 
• 5 x 6.5” Black card base + white writing panel for card interior + black doodle pen 
• 4 x 9” White card base + black card stock panel for front of colored pencil card 
• Dry adhesive & white gel pen 
• Round objects to create your white 

colored pencil bubbles (think pill bottles, 
small lotion bottles, caps, etc.) 

 
 
 
 

         
  

Tips of the month: 
Layer light-lights on top of and next to 
each other for an iridescent bubble-
glow.  Use your colorless blender to 
pre-wet the background for a soft glow 
or to soften hard edges if a layer is dry. 
 
Colored pencils look amazing on black 
paper!  Their wax allows the color to sit 
on top and blend beautifully. Use many 
different colors to get a realistic effect. 

COPIC COLORS (Project #1): 
Flowers:  
BV20, RV63, RV66, RV69,  Y26, YG25  
 
Bubbles:  
BV000, B000, G00, Y00, RV00, C1, 
Colorless Blender 

PRISMACOLOR PENCILS (Project #2): 
I suggest using 6 pencils: white, light 
blue, green, yellow, dark pink, and 
black/dark blue. 
 
If you want to match my colors 
exactly: 
PC938 (white), PC1003 (spanish 
orange), PC1102 (blue lake), PC913 
(spring green), PC994 (process red), 
PC901 (blue indigo), optional: PC992 
(light aqua) 
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PROJECT #1: FLOWER BUBBLE CARD COLORING INSTRUCTIONS 
 
FLOWERS 

 
1) Add curved flicks of BV20 to interior of flower petals from center of flower outwards. 
2) Add a small curved flick of BV20 to the bottom-left of the flower center.  Go on top of the entire 

flower center with Y26. 
3) Add a base layer of RV63 on top of all the flower petals (right on top of the BV20). 
4) Add tiny flicks of RV69 around the yellow center of the flower, and longer flicks of RV66 about half-

way up the petals.  Add some inverted flicks from the tips of the petals inwards as shown with 
RV66. 

5) Blend with thick flicks of RV63 on top of the RV66, which will deepen the pink a bit. 
6) Add YG25 to the flower stems.  For shading, add a thin line of BV20 down the left-hand side of the 

larger flower stem. 
7) For the smaller flowers, add a base layer of RV63, and a tad shading with RV66 as shown in the 

final card image. 
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BUBBLES 
 

1) I’ll show you how to color the large bubble and you can mimic this technique with all the smaller 
ones.  

2) Optional: You can saturate your paper with colorless blender before you begin coloring for a 
diffused soft effect.  Or you can add colorless blender later if you want sharper lines. 

3) To add color - start with several long, curved strokes of BV000 around the top, left side, and 
bottom of the bubble. 

4) Add some RV00 light pink to the inside of the BV000. 
5) Next, add G00 light green along the highlights at the bottom (above the pink), and around the sides 

of the bubble. 
6) Add B000 light blue to the top of the bubble and along the sides (overlapping with the green and 

pink as needed). 
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BUBBLES (CONTINUED) 
 

7) Add some large swipes of Y00 (holding your marker fairly horizontal) to the left, right, and bottom 
of the bubble overlapping the blue & green in places. 

8) Next, add some swoops of C1 grey to select areas of the top of the bubble, along the side, and to 
the inside of the white reflection rectangles as shown.  Add some C1 to the border of the bubble in 
places if you like. 

9) Blend everything with your Colorless blender to soften the lines.  Go back in with extra layers of 
color where needed based on personal preference.  

10) OPTIONAL: Using Y26, barely touch the marker to the page and add a few areas of the darker 
yellow to better define the border of the bubble. You can go back over this with the colorless 
blender to soften if you’d like.   
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11) Continue adding color similarly to the rest of the bubbles until you get something like below. 

CARD ASSEMBLY 
1) Adhere card onto black card panel. 
2) Adhere white writing panel inside.  
3) For finishing touches, add a black dash & dotted border with a doodle pen and add some Stickles 

glitter glue in an iridescent color like Diamond. 
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PROJECT #2: COLORED PENCIL BUBBLES 
 

Before you start, ensure your pencils are all sharpened nicely.  You want them sharpened to a fine 
point as you work to get the best effect (especially the white one). 

 

See step by step instructions on the next page. 
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1) Trace a small round object (like a pill bottle, small spray bottle, cap, etc.) using a white colored 
pencil.  I like Prismacolors for this technique because they are so waxy. 

2) Add some curved and dotted highlight spots as shown. (press down a tad harder to get brighter 
white color on the paper).  Similr to Copics, use the flicking technique to get the main curved areas 
on the top right and bottom left, so that the white is brighter on one end and trails off into the black 
on the other. 

3) Go on top of the big white highlights with some light blue, and add a couple of curved lines of light 
blue to the sides of the bubble. 

4) Add some darker pink shading to the top right, bottom, and left of the bubble.  For the left-hand 
side, I extend the shading out with cross-hatching.  Add some lines in one direction and then cross 
over them perpendicular in the opposite direction.  

5) Next, add some green to the top right and bottom left of the bubble in curved shading.  You can 
deepen areas of this with your yellow pencil as shown on the next page. 

6) Now, we want to add some dark blue or black pencil outlines outside the white bubble to make it 
really pop out.  It will make the border of the bubble really glow. 

7) Sometimes bubbles have little bubbles attached to them.  You can add a trio in the top-left corner 
as shown and add some hints of pink/blue/yellow inside. 

8) Lastly, add some shimmer to your bubble on the bottom right by adding a white star shape to the 
border (pushing down hard enough so it is very white). Now, take your pencil and lightly starting in 
the center of the star, circle and spiral outwards, letting your strokes get lighter and further apart as 
you get further away from the center of the star.  This will give you the illusion of a glow. 

9) If any of your colors appear lost in the black paper, you can layer white pencil on top of them to 
lighten them up a bit, as I did with the pink in the last image.  You can also add an optional aqua 
color into the mix if you like. 

10) Repeat this process with bubbles of all different sizes across your black card front!  Rotate your 
bubbles so they aren’t all identical and don’t have their “sparkles” in the same spots.  Make some 
tiny bubbles and some big ones!  

11) Optional: You can add a little yellow wand to the left-hand side of 
your card as I did in the sample.  I just drew a thick oval and then 
added a handle at the bottom using a yellow pencil.  Fill this in 
and add some white on top to make it more opaque, if need be.  
You can also add tiny stripes of white around the oval to show 
texture (because bubble wands usually have those little ridges).  
You can attach one of your bubbles to the oval opening to show it 
is being blown. 

12) To brighten up your whites, use a white gel pen to add some dots 
& accents to your little sparkles and bubbles. 

13) That’s it!  You know how to color realistic bubbles now! 
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CARD ASSEMBLY 
1) Adhere black card to white card base. 
2) Write or stamp on the inside, “Blowing hugs & kisses your way. Happy Birthday!” 

 
 
Your finished card will look something like this: 
 

 
 
Happy Coloring!!! 
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